A molecular basis for the selectivity of thiadiazole urea inhibitors with stromelysin-1 and gelatinase-A from generalized born molecular dynamics simulations.
Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) represent a potentially important class of therapeutic targets for the treatment of diseases such as cancer. Selective inhibition of MMPs will be required given the high sequence identity across the family and the discovery that individual MMPs also regulate the natural angiogenesis inhibitor angiostatin. In this study, we have used computational methods to model the selectivity for six thiadiazole urea inhibitors with stromelysin-1 and gelatinase-A, two homologous MMPs that have been implicated in breast cancer. From continuum Generalized Born molecular dynamics (GB-MD) and MM-GBSA analysis, we estimated ligand free energies of binding using 200 snapshots obtained from a short 40 ps simulation of the relevant protein-ligand complex. The MM-GBSA free energies, computed from the continuum GB-MD trajectories, show strong correlation with the experimental affinities (r(2) = 0.74); prior studies have employed explicit water MD simulations. Including estimates for changes in solute entropy in the binding calculations slightly diminishes the overall correlation with experiment (r2 = 0.71). Notably, in every case, the simulation results correctly predict that a given ligand will bind selectively to stromelysin-1 over gelatinase-A which is gratifying given the high degree of structural homology between the two proteins. The increased selectivity for stromelysin-1 appears to be driven by (1) increased favorable van der Waals interactions, (2) increased favorable Coulombic interactions, and (3) decreased unfavorable total electrostatic energies (Coulombic plus desolvation).